CHARACTERIZATION OF CERTAIN INVARIANT SUBSPACES OF

(dm) such that the linear span of A m M is dense in M but the subspace R = {feM:fA_I°°M} is nontrivial and has the same support set E as M. Then M has the form χ E F'(P) L for some unimodular function F.
A modified form of the result holds for 1 <^ p <Ξ oo. This theorem is applied to give a complete characterization of the invariant subspaces of L p (dm) when A is the standard algebra on the torus associated with a lexicographic ordering of the dual group and m is normalized Haar measure.
! _• Invariant subspaces* In 1949 Beurling [1] , using function analytic methods, showed that all the closed invariant subspaces of if 2 of the circle have the form M = FH\ where \F\=1 a.e. In 1958 Helson and Lowdenslager [3] and [4] extended the result to some but not all subspaces of the H 2 space of the torus, using Hubert space methods. In the past 10 years the latter arguments have been extended by Hoffman [5, Th. 5.5, p. 293 ], Srinivasan [8] , [9] , and others to prove the following generalized Beurling theorem. If m is a representing measure for a logmodular algebra A and if M is an invariant subspace of L 2 (dm) which is simply invariant, i.e., if (1) the linear span of A m M is not dense in Λf, then M = FH 2 for | F\ = 1. In the general case (even the torus case) not all invariant subspaces satisfy this hypothesis. Our purpose is to extend the characterization by weakening hypothesis (1) .
SAMUEL MERRILL, III, AND NAND LAL
We assume throughout the paper that A = A(X) is a logmodular algebra [5] of continuous complex-valued functions on a compact Hausdorff space X and that m is the unique representing measure on X for a complex homomorphism of A, i.e., 1 fgdm = I fdm \ gdm for all f,geA.
Furthermore we assume that this complex homomorphism lies in a Gleason part P(m) containing more than one element. A function feH°°(dm) is called inner if |/| = 1. For each feH 2 (dm) we write f(φ) -I fdφ for φ in P(m), where φ also denotes the representing measure for the homomorphism φ.
In [10] Wermer showed (for A a Dirichlet algebra) that there exists an inner function Z such that Z maps P{m) onto {λ: | λ | < 1} and such that the equation
for |λ| < 1 where a n -I Z n fdm.
(See [5] for the extension to logmodular algebras.) Denote by F the boundary value function of G (i.e., the function in L\dθ) whose Fourier coefficients are a n , where dθ is normalized Lebesgue measure on {| λ | = 1}).
Elementary arguments (including the Riesz-Fischer theorem) establish that the mapping Φ(f) -F can be extended to a bounded linear transformation of L 2 (dm) onto L 2 (dθ), using the fact that L\dm) -H\dm) © HUdm) [5, Th. 5.4, p. 293 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows from the w* density of A in H^idm). To see that (ii) implies ( To show that (iii) implies (i), it suffices to show (iii) implies (ii). We haveseen that Hz = ZH°° or ZHZ = H~. Using (iii) this yields jff-ΛΓ = ZHZM S ZZM = M.
Proof. The equivalence of (a) and (b) We need several lemmas, the key fact being Lemma 8. Proof. Suppose that Θ(Z(X)) < 1. Then there exists a closed set
where p denotes distance, are continuous for each n and converge to χ κ (t) point wise everywhere and in U(dθ). Let g n and g denote the images in J^2 of f n and χ κ , respectively, under the natural correspondence. Hence g n ->g in U(dm) and by passing to a subsequence we may assume that g n (x) -> g(x) a.e. (dm). Since the f n may be approximated by trigonometric polynomials, g n (x) = f n (Z(x)) a.e. (dm), and the latter sequence converges to zero a.e. (dm) by the definition of the f n . Hence g(x) -0 a.e. (dm). But this contradicts the fact that g corresponds to a nonzero function. Thus Θ(Z(X)) = 1.
This also proves that if
, £ S, such that 0(lΓ n ) -* 0(S). Using the argument of the previous paragraph, we can show that the characteristic function of K n corresponds to that of Z~x(K n ). Thus the characteristic function of Z~ι(K n ) converges in U(dm) to the function 1. But the characteristic function of Z~ι(K n ) also converges to that of Z~ι(\J K n ). Thus the latter function is 1 a.e. Thus m(Z~ι(S)) = 1 so that m(Z' 1 (E)) = 0. To obtain the last assertion of the lemma, let FeL\dθ) and / the corresponding function in the isomorphic image of U(dθ) in U(dm). Choose a sequence F n of polynomials in e iθ and e~i θ which converge to F in U(dθ) and a.e. Let f n correspond to F n so that f n ->f in U(dm) and can be replaced by a subsequence which converges a.e.
Since F n are polynomials, 
If case (i) holds, H 2 a FM a P so that either FM = P or there exists feFM with I Z n fdm Φ 0 for some nonnegative integer n. By considering the least integer for which such an / exists, it is not hard to see that FM would not be invariant under Z. Thus M = FP.
If case (ii) holds, / = χ E f 2 e P and χ E f = fe χ E P. Thus FM s χ E P. Together with (6) this implies that FM = χ E P. So that M = χ E -F-P.
We turn now to case (4) in which R is nontrivial and the support of (R) = E. Let N = M L = {fe L\dm)\ E f ^ E and f± M). Then N is the complex conjugate of a sesqui-invariant subspace and
We apply (a trivial modification of) the first part of the theorem to N. [2, Th. 2, p. 7] ). It is easy to check that
Since M is sesqui-invariant, M 2 Φ {0}, and is itself sesqui-invariant. By Theorem 1, M 2 = χ E2 -F-P for some χ E2 i_ P and F unimodular. 
It is easy to see that χ E GP±χ E F(^f-+ I~) and therefore Af= Z^ F(=^°° + / TO ). When ,& is the support set for L, we get M = χ^ i^ J 00 by applying an argument similar to the above. The proof for 1 < p < 2 is similar to the one for p -1 and that for 2 < p < oo is similar to the one for p = oo. Thus the theorem is true for 1 rg p ^ oo.
3* Applications* We give an example of a logmodular algebra and a representing measure m for which I 2 is nontrivial and show that the above theorems, together with known results, completely characterize the invariant subspaces of L 2 (dm). The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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